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The original Serious Sam is a high-adrenaline arcade-action shooter heavily focused on frantic
arcade-style action. In a world where cyberpunk meets fantasy-fiction and advanced technology is
mixed with black magic and psycho-powers, Sam travels through the beautiful world of ancient
Egypt and several diverse planets, confronting countless minions on his way to the Mental's base.
[NOTE: Indie Royale's Serious Sam Lightning pack also includes The Second Encounter. Both versions
are the original releases, rather than the HD remakes.] Serious Sam: The Second Encounter, the
highly anticipated arcade action FPS sequel to the Serious Sam: The First Encounter, is a high-
adrenaline arcade-action shooter heavily focused on frantic arcade-style single player action. Serious
Sam The Second Encounter is a HD remastered new version of the original Serious Sam The First
Encounter by Croteam, 2011-2011. Just as a result of doing a remake, Croteam ''went for a high
degree of graphical precision''. The company laid a lot of effort into improving the game's graphical
features and refining the gameplay of this no-CD gem. The new Serious Sam is noted for its attention
to the details, the fast gameplay and especially its perfectly tuned chaos. The original Serious Sam is
a high-adrenaline arcade-action shooter heavily focused on frantic arcade-style action. In a world
where cyberpunk meets fantasy-fiction and advanced technology is mixed with black magic and
psycho-powers, Sam travels through the beautiful world of ancient Egypt and several diverse
planets, confronting countless minions on his way to the Mental's base. [NOTE: Indie Royale's Serious
Sam Lightning pack also includes The Second Encounter.
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